The DRY motif and the four corners of the cubic ternary complex model.
Recent structural data on GPCRs using a variety of spectroscopic approaches suggest that GPCRs adopt a dynamic conformational landscape, with ligands stabilizing subsets of these states to activate one or more downstream signaling effectors. A key outstanding question posed by this emerging dynamic structural model of GPCRs is what states, active, inactive, or intermediate are captured by the numerous crystal structures of GPCRs complexed with a variety of agonists, partial agonists, and antagonists. In the early nineties the discovery of inverse agonists and constitutive activity led to the idea that the active receptor state (R⁎) is an intrinsic property of the receptor itself rather than of the RG complex, eventually leading to the formulation of the cubic ternary complex model (CTC). Here, by a careful analysis of a series of data obtained with a number of mutants of the highly conserved E/DRY motif, we show evidences for the existence of all the receptor states theorized by the CTC, four 'uncoupled (R, R⁎ and HR and HR⁎), and, consequently four 'coupled' (RG, R⁎G, HRG and HR⁎G). The E/DRY motif located at the cytosolic end of transmembrane helix III of Class A GPCRs has been widely studied and analyzed because it forms a network of interactions believed to lock receptors in the inactive conformation (R), and, thus, to play a key role in receptor activation. Our conclusions are supported by recent crystal and NMR spectra, as well as by results obtained with two prototypical GPCRs using a new FRET technology that de-couples G protein binding to the receptor from signal transduction. Thus, despite its complexity and limitations, we propose that the CTC is a useful framework to reconcile pharmacological, biochemical and structural data.